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Current status of mid-infrared quantum and interband
cascade lasers for clinical breath analysis
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Abstract. State-of-the-art quantum- and interband-cascade-based chem-
ical sensors may be effective new tools for the identification and quan-
tification of trace gases in human breath for clinical uses. Increased or
decreased concentrations of these molecules are associated with the
pathogenesis of a large number of diseases. Current technologies enable
breath analyses to be performed on a single breath and the results are
available in real time. Critical parameters including sensor sensitivity, se-
lectivity, real-time monitoring capability, robustness, cost, size, and weight
determine the progress that made toward the development and availability
of commercial diagnostic material. C© 2010 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.3498768]
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1 Introduction20

This paper reviews the current status of mid-IR semiconduc-21

tor lasers for clinical breath analysis and attempts to suggest22

future directions. Clinical breath analysis remains in its in-23

fancy, despite the fact that its potential has been recognized24

since antiquity. Most of this limitation is due to the lack of25

availability of sensors designed specifically for breath analy-26

sis with the result that most of the published breath analyses27

are based on the use of standard analytical chemistry in-28

strumentation. The wider availability of real-time, portable29

laser-based breath monitors would be a breakthrough to clin-30

ical practice since interlaboratory data could be compared31

and contrasted and also large populations of normal and dis-32

eased humans could be studied. Based on current knowledge,33

limits of quantification in the range of 1 ppb are required with34

instrumental response times of 10 Hz. Achieving these goals35

will enable fundamental breath measurements to be made.36

Success in the task will require collaboration among device37

developers, experts in breath analysis, and clinicians.38

2 Overview of Breath Analysis39

The concept that breath contains molecules that originate40

from the human body has its origins in the writings of Hip-41

pocrates, the father of medicine. For example, distinctive42

breath odors have been used for centuries as indicators of43

what are now diagnosed as uncontrolled diabetes, liver dis-44

eases, kidney diseases, bacterial infections, or dental dis-45

ease. The earliest publications of modern breath analysis46

appeared in the late 1960s and early 1970s, which was at the47

nascence for modern analytical chemistry. Researchers1–4 re-48

ported some of these pioneering studies that were only pos-49

sible as a result of enhanced separation of gaseous molecules50

by gas chromatography (GC), increased selectivity and sen-51

sitivity of GC detectors including mass or optical spec-52

trometers. Breath analysis has enormous potential, because53
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sampling breath is noninvasive, inherently safe to the subject, 54

and poses minimum risk to the person collecting the sample. 55

The only requirement to collect a breath sample is that the 56

subject must be breathing “normally”. To Breath samples can 57

be collected easily and reproducibly in the field, in a clinic, 58

at the bedside, in the operating room, or in an intensive care 59

unit from infants to the elderly. 60

The ability to exchange oxygen for carbon dioxide is es- 61

sential for many life forms. Generally, this gas exchange 62

occurs at the gas alveolar-blood capillary cellular interface 63

in the respiratory tract. Oxygen and carbon dioxide are pas- 64

sively transported from blood to breath or vice versa, and 65

the diffusion of these gases is governed by their concen- 66

tration gradients across the alveolar-capillary junction. Any 67

additional molecule present in the blood or in the inspi- 68

ratory air will also pass into the breath or blood respec- 69

tively. The only requirement for transport in the gas phase 70

is that molecules must exhibit significant vapor pressures. 71

The molecular profile of breath will be determined by the 72

composition of the inspiratory air and the volatile molecules 73

that are present in the blood. The origins of the volatiles in 74

blood are molecules and/or their metabolites that were in- 75

haled previously (historical); molecules and/or their metabo- 76

lites that entered the blood after dermal absorption; molecules 77

and/or their metabolites that are contained in ingested foods 78

and beverages; and molecules produced by cells (including 79

viruses, bacteria, fungi, and yeasts) or tissues in the body 80

including the mouth, nose, sinuses, airway, and the gastroin- 81

testinal tract. The breath matrix (99.99%) is a mixture of 82

nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, water vapor, and the inert 83

gases. The remainder of breath (<100 ppm) is a mixture of 84

as many as 500 different compounds. The rates of excre- 85

tion of molecules in breath are directly related to rates of 86

ventilation and cardiac output. The physical and chemical 87

properties of the molecules will also affect their rates of ex- 88

cretion. If a molecule is lipid (fat) soluble it could be stored 89

in tissues not well perfused by blood, such as adipose tissue, 90

and thereby be released more slowly than a similar molecule 91
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with hydrophilic properties that is not stored. Moreover, as a92

general rule, the concentrations of molecules or metabolites93

in breath will be higher when their origins are exogenous94

(dermal absorption, inhalation, food and beverages).95

Despite its promise and the fact that there have been a large96

number of publications on breath analysis, only a handful of97

tests are used clinically with a few others used for investiga-98

tional purposes. Breath tests fall into two basic categories:99

tests that quantify molecules in breath after administration of100

a labeled chemical and tests that quantify molecules in breath101

without any prior administration of a labeled chemical.102

2.1 Administration of Labeled Chemicals103

The first group of tests is based on the detection of a metabo-104

lite after the administration of a known concentration of105

a labeled chemical (for a recent review of this field see106

Ref. 5). Carbon dioxide is the most popular metabolite; how-107

ever, since it is one of major products of cellular metabolism,108

the drug or substrate must be labeled with carbon (13C or 14C)109

to separate it from endogenously produced carbon dioxide.110

Isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS) or radiochemical111

methods can be used to quantify labeled carbon dioxide in112

the presence of unlabeled carbon dioxide.113

Breath tests based on this approach require that the114

metabolism of the labeled chemical and the excretion of115

carbon dioxide be well characterized. Moreover, the breath116

test must be performed under defined conditions based on the117

time of administration of the labeled chemical and the time118

the breath test is administered. Additionally, the depth and119

frequency of breathing (ventilation pattern) of the patient120

must be carefully controlled. Table 1 summarizes clinical121

breath tests that have been proposed based on the quantifica-122

tion of labeled carbon dioxide.123

The second group of breath tests is based on quantifying124

the concentration(s) of molecule(s) or groups of molecules125

that are produced endogenously as a result of normal126

physiologies.127

2.2 Endogenous Breath Molecules128

2.2.1 Hydrocarbons129

Isoprene (2-methyl-1,3-butadiene), the most abundant hy-130

drocarbon in human breath, was first identified6 in adults131

in 1969. The biosynthesis of isoprene from DL-mevalonate132

was demonstrated in the cytosolic fraction of rat liver7
133

and confirmed in humans8 by showing that levels of iso-134

prene in exhaled breath can be lowered by administra-135

tion of a pharmacological agent that blocks the enzyme136

3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA reductase (HMGCoA re-137

ductase). HMGCoA reductase catalyzes the production of138

mevalonic acid and is the rate-limiting intermediate in the139

pathway of cholesterol biosynthesis. The concentration of140

breath isoprene can be a noninvasive marker of endoge-141

nous cholesterol status and used diagnostically to identify142

human subjects who have increased risk for coronary artery143

disease as a result of increased biosynthesis of cholesterol144

such as hyperlipidemia or hypercholesterolemia.9 Breath iso-145

prene is a biomarker of biosynthesized cholesterol since food146

cholesterol does not affect the concentration of breath iso-147

prene. Additionally, we showed that the concentration of148

isoprene in breath is age dependent; it is nondetectable in149

the breath of neonates and increases linearly with age from150

approximately 6 months until it plateaus in middle age.9 The151

Table 1 Clinical breath tests based on administration of a labeled
chemical.

Labeled Chemical Clinical Test

acetate orocecal transit time

alanine liver functional reserve

aminopyrene liver function

caffeine liver function

cholesteryloctanoate maldigestion

diazepam liver function

erythromycin liver function

fructose liver functional reserve

galactose liver function, liver cirrhosis

glucose insulin resistance

glycine glycine encephalopathy

glycocholic acid bacterial overgrowth

glycosyl ureides orocecal transit time

α-keto-isocaproic acid liver mitochondrial function

linoleic acid fatty acid metabolism

methacetin liver function, liver cirrhosis

methionine liver mitochondrial function

mixed triacetylglycerols fat digestion

octanoic acid liver function, gastric emptying

ornithine liver functional reserve

palmitic acid pancreatic exocrine insufficiency

phenacetin liver function

phenylalanine phenylalanine hydrolase activity

sodium bicarbonate hypercapnia, atrophic gastritis

D-sorbitol bacterial overgrowth

trioctanoin pancreatic exocrine insufficiency

triolein fat malabsorption

tyrosine liver function

uracil dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase activity

urea Helicobacter pylori infection

xylose bacterial overgrowth

concentration of isoprene in breath decreases with old age. A 152

similar age-dependence is known for serum cholesterol. The 153

concentration of breath isoprene is also higher in the breath 154

of males as compared to the concentration of isoprene in 155

the breath of females, but this gender difference disappears 156

after menopause.9 Serum cholesterol reduction therapy with 157
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pharmacological agents can be followed with breath iso-158

prene. Levels of breath isoprene change more rapidly than159

serum levels of cholesterol and the patient acts as his or her160

own control.161

Other hydrocarbons (methane, ethane, ethylene, and162

1-pentane) and hydrogen have also been identified in breath.163

Colonic bacteria metabolizing carbohydrates that were not164

absorbed in the small bowel produce methane and hydrogen.165

Elevated levels of methane and hydrogen can therefore be166

used to diagnose the presence of carbohydrate malabsorp-167

tion syndrome.168

Ethane, ethylene, and 1-pentane have been shown to be169

produced by lipid peroxidation based on in vitro and in vivo170

studies with mouse liver and brain tissue or mice exposed171

to carbon tetrachloride, a known hepatotoxin and genera-172

tor of free radicals.3 Lipid peroxidation is a chain reaction173

with initiation, propagation, and chain termination steps. It174

is initiated by a reactive oxygen species, typically the hy-175

droxyl radical, that abstracts an allylic hydrogen atom from176

a polyunsaturated lipid to produce a carbon-centered rad-177

ical and water. This radical is conjugated, peroxidized by178

molecular oxygen, and undergoes a variety of reactions. Ev-179

idence of lipid peroxidation was confirmed by the reduc-180

tion of the concentrations of ethane, ethylene, and 1-pentane181

by pretreatment of the tissue or mice with the antioxidant182

vitamin E. Reactive oxygen species have been implicated in183

the pathogenesis of many diseases from diseases of prematu-184

rity; cancer; cardiovascular, pulmonary, autoimmunological,185

gastroenterology, liver and kidney, neurological, and inflam-186

matory diseases; and diabetes; to connective tissue diseases.187

Electron transport in mitochondria is a significant source of188

reactive oxygen species and cellular antioxidants are present189

to protect cells for oxidative damage. Approximately 2% of190

the oxygen used in respiration is converted to reactive oxygen191

species. Increased concentrations of reactive oxygen species192

or reduced efficiencies of antioxidant defenses have been pro-193

posed to contribute to the aging process. The field of breath194

ethane, ethylene, and 1-pentane is reviewed in Ref. 10.195

2.2.2 Oxygen-containing compounds196

The following oxygen-containing compounds are the major197

compounds that have been identified and quantified in normal198

human breath in order of their abundances: carbon monoxide,199

acetone, ethanol, acetaldehyde, methanol, and 2-propanol.200

Breath carbon monoxide is produced in the heme catabolism201

pathway and specifically is produced during the conversion202

of heme to biliverdin that is catalyzed by heme oxygenase203

1. Carbon monoxide has been implicated in inflammatory204

processes, and increased concentrations of breath carbon205

monoxide may be evidence of the induction of antioxidant206

defenses.11 Increased concentrations of carbon monoxide is207

also found in the breath of newborn infants with relatively208

immature hepatic metabolic pathways for the breakdown209

of hemoglobin12 (neonatal jaundice). Breath acetone has con-210

centrations comparable to isoprene and is the most widely211

studied breath molecule. Acetone is produced by liver cells212

(hepatocytes) from excess acetyl CoA. Acetoacetate and D-ß-213

hydroxybutyrate are the other species that are also produced214

concomitantly with acetone, and these species are known215

collectively as ketone bodies. Ketone bodies diffuse from216

hepatocytes into the blood stream and are oxidized via the217

Krebs cycle in peripheral tissue. Under normal conditions218

there is a steady state low concentration of ketone bodies 219

in the blood and hence in the exhaled breath. In times of 220

stress, such as during intense exercise, dieting, fasting, or 221

starving (when fat tissue is used as an energy source instead 222

of carbohydrates), the rate of production of ketone bodies 223

exceeds the rate of utilization by peripheral tissues and the 224

subject becomes ketonemic. The blood concentrations of ke- 225

tone bodies are also increased with uncontrolled diabetes 226

mellitus or chronic alcoholism. The concentrations of breath 227

acetone have been proposed to be useful in the management 228

of diabetes especially when used in conjunction to the de- 229

termination of serum glucose.13 The combination of these 230

two was proposed since breath acetone was a more sensitive 231

indicator of poor control of diabetes than of serum glucose. 232

Also, 2-propanol has been found in the breath of nor- 233

mal human subjects although at a lower concentration than 234

acetone.14 The origin of 2-propanol has been postulated to 235

be the enzyme-mediated reduction of acetone; 2-propanol 236

has been observed in ketonemic subjects who have elevated 237

ratios of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide and its reduced 238

form (NADH/NAD+ ). The potential clinical use of breath 239

2-propanol is limited since this molecule is present at high 240

concentrations in most clinical environments. 241

Ethanol is normally found in human breath albeit at con- 242

centrations of orders of magnitude less that the levels of 243

ethanol found in the breath of intoxicated subjects. The 244

source of this ethanol is intestinal bacteria that synthesize and 245

metabolize ethanol. Elevated concentrations of ethanol in the 246

breath of mice have been related to obesity,15 and the concen- 247

tration of breath ethanol was reduced when the mice were 248

treated orally to a poorly absorbed antibiotic (neomycin). 249

This animal model suggests that obesity is a risk factor for the 250

development of fatty liver disease or nonalcoholic steatohep- 251

atitis (NASH) in abstinent obese humans. Reduced intestinal 252

motility in obesity may increase the potential for the gut flora 253

to produce ethanol, may increase gut permeability, or may fa- 254

vor bacterial overgrowth. Increased breath ethanol may pro- 255

vide important information on the pathogenesis of NASH. 256

The origin of acetaldehyde found in normal human breath 257

is probably the oxidation of endogenously produced ethanol 258

since the concentration of acetaldehyde is always much lower 259

than ethanol. Abstinent men with the low-activity polymor- 260

phism of alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) or with low-activity 261

polymorphism of aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH) were 262

found to have high endogenous concentrations of ethanol 263

or acetaldehyde, respectively, in their blood.16 Concentra- 264

tions of breath ethanol or acetaldehyde could be a simple 265

way to identify humans with specific polymorphisms. 266

The origin of breath methanol may also be intestinal 267

bacterial flora or methanol may be produced in any tissue 268

when the leaving methyl groups are hydrolyzed.17 Examples 269

are the conversion of S-adenosylmethionine to S- 270

adenosylhomocysteine in various tissues. No studies have 271

reported breath profiles in human subjects with genetic de- 272

fects in amino acid metabolism, although this is a potential 273

application of a methanol breath test. 274

2.2.3 Sulfur-containing compounds 275

Breath sulfur-containing compounds, hydrogen sulfide, 276

methyl mercaptan, ethyl mercaptan, dimethyl sulfide, and 277

dimethyl disulfide, are responsible for the characteristic 278

sweet, musty odor found on the breath of patients with severe 279
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liver disease (cirrhotic patients) or patients with severe peri-280

odontal disease. The former characteristic odor known as fe-281

tor hepaticus has been characterized,2 and the origin of these282

sulfur compounds was the incomplete metabolism of me-283

thionine. The degradation of methionine occurs in liver mi-284

tochondria although the transfer of an amine group from one285

molecule to another (transamination) pathway in the liver is286

not completely defined. The production of methyl mercaptan287

and other volatile sulfur compounds requires the presence of288

either glyoxylic acid or 2-oxoglutaric acid and pyruvate, and289

the branched chain 2-oxyacid dehydrogenase complex prob-290

ably controls the transaminative flux of these compounds.291

Degradation of methionine can also occur in the gut by the292

action of bacterial methionine gamma-lyase, although the gut293

is not the source of methyl mercaptan and dimethyl sulfide294

in liver disease. Under normal circumstances, there are low295

concentrations of circulating sulfur-containing compounds296

present in the blood and breath of humans with normal,297

healthy livers. However, since impairment of liver function298

increases the level of reduced sulfur containing compounds,299

liver disease must affect the hepatic oxidation more than300

it affects transamination pathway. Metabolism of proteins301

by bacteria also produces elevated concentrations sulfur-302

containing compounds. Therefore, elevated levels of reduced303

sulfur compounds in breath can be used as evidence of severe304

periodontal disease.305

2.2.4 Nitrogen-containing compounds306

The current resurgence of interest in breath analysis follows307

directly from the pioneering research that identified nitric ox-308

ide as an endothelial-derived relaxant factor and showed that309

nitric oxide played critical roles in numerous physiological310

processes and in the pathophysiologies of various diseases311

states.18 These studies and the direct measurement of nitric312

oxide in breath19 were the catalyst for many studies that re-313

lated nitric oxide in breath to pulmonary diseases. Initially314

there was a wide divergence of results until it was established315

that the nose was a significant source of nitric oxide. Under-316

standing the role that nitric oxide plays in the mechanism317

of asthma has led to the establishment of international task318

forces that developed recommended procedures to quantify319

nitric oxide in vivo.20–22 Another reason for the popularity320

of breath nitric oxide is the availability of monitors designed321

the measure this molecule. The availability of instrumen-322

tation and the recommended measurement protocols have323

spurred clinical interest in breath nitric oxide, and there are324

thousands of publications that quantify the concentration of325

this gaseous radical in pulmonary diseases.326

In healthy subjects, 20% of the daily production of urea327

is secreted into the small bowel and metabolized by bacteria328

to ammonia and carbon dioxide. This ammonia is subse-329

quently reabsorbed from the intestine into the blood stream330

and converted by the liver back into urea. Under normal331

circumstances humans reuse most of the ammonia derived332

from catabolism of amino acids in the urea cycle although333

some urea, uric acid, and free ammonia is excreted in the334

urine. In end-stage kidney disease (uremia), urine excretion335

is minimal and the concentrations of the catabolites of amino336

acids increase in the blood. The characteristic odor of ure-337

mic breath is due to elevated levels of dimethylamine and338

trimethylamine.23 Ammonia has been positively identified339

and quantified in the breath of normal and uremic patients340

using real-time mass spectrometry.24 Uremic patients had el- 341

evated levels of ammonia compared to normal subjects. The 342

concentration of breath ammonia can be used to examine the 343

efficacy of renal dialysis. Elevated breath ammonia may also 344

be exhibited in individuals with urea cycle abnormalities or 345

liver disease (cirrhosis). 346

Table 2 lists some of the molecules found in human breath, 347

their center vibrational absorption band in the mid-IR, their 348

physiological bases, and their typical concentrations. Most 349

of the molecules at significant concentrations in breath ab- 350

sorb in this spectral region with the exception of hydrogen. 351

The breath matrix consists of approximately 5% water and 352

5% carbon dioxide and the vibrational absorption spectra of 353

the breath matrix will define the region of the IR spectra 354

available for quantification of breath molecules. Inspection 355

of this information shows that metabolism is the major source 356

of breath molecules and also that mouth or gut bacteria make 357

significant contributions. 358

2.3 Summary of Breath Biomarkers 359

Unique breath biomarkers can only originate from the in- 360

gestion, inhalation, or absorption of exogenous substances 361

or be metabolic products produced by foreign cells (bacte- 362

ria, viruses, yeasts, or fungi). Normal cellular biochemistry 363

can only be induced or suppressed by abnormal physiologies 364

and although some disease states may appear to be produc- 365

ing unique molecules, these results are only a reflection of 366

the detection limit of the analytical method. Differentiation 367

between normal and disease states may be made when a par- 368

ticular breath molecule exceeds or is depressed below a given 369

level or when the profiles of the concentrations of a group of 370

molecules differ from healthy breath concentration profiles. 371

This conclusion requires that the concentration profiles of 372

breath molecules be established for normal healthy human 373

subjects. Currently this information is not generally avail- 374

able, and it is expected that the availability of breath sensors 375

can play a major role in solving this deficiency. Determin- 376

ing the normal concentration ranges of breath molecules will 377

require that thousands of healthy subjects be studied on mul- 378

tiple days. 379

The concentration profiles of breath molecules are dy- 380

namic and change over a breath cycle. A typical breath fre- 381

quency for relaxed tidal breathing is 10 or 12 breath/min. 382

The first part of the exhaled breath comes mainly from the 383

anatomical dead space and this volume is ∼1 ml/lb of the 384

ideal body weight. The remainder of the breath is called 385

mixed expired. The volume of gas exhaled over a single 386

breath is known as the tidal volume, and minute ventilation 387

is the volume of gas exhaled during 1 min. Minute ventilation 388

must provide enough oxygen to the lung epithelial cells to 389

meet the metabolic demands of all the body tissues. Hyper- 390

ventilation or hypoventilation provides more or less than the 391

required amount of oxygen to the lung. The concentration 392

profiles of breath molecules in dead space air corresponds to 393

the atmospheric composition, i.e., ∼21% oxygen and 0.4% 394

carbon dioxide, whereas the main concentration profiles of 395

mixed expired air consists of ∼17% oxygen, 5% carbon diox- 396

ide, and 5% water vapor. 397

2.3.1 Breath sampling 398

If breath analysis is to be used in the field of clinical anal- 399

ysis it must either provide novel information not provided 400

by existing techniques or else provide results in a shorter 401
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Table 2 Typical molecules found in normal human breath.

Compound Vibrational Absorption (μm)
Concentration
Range (v/v) Physiological Basis

acetaldehyde 9.8–9.2 ppb ethanol metabolism

acetone 7.3 ppm decarboxylation of acetoacetate

ammonia 10.3 ppb protein metabolism/bacterial metabolism

carbon dioxide 4.2 % respiration

carbon monoxide 4.7 ppm heme catabolism catalyzed by heme oxygenases

carbonyl sulfide 4.9 ppb gut bacterial oxidation of reduced sulfur species

ethane 3.3, 6.8 ppb lipid peroxidation

ethanol 9.8–9.2 ppb gut bacterial metabolism of sugars

ethylene 10.6 ppb lipid peroxidation

hydrogen Not feasible in IR ppm carbohydrate metabolism

hydrogen sulfide 1.6, 2.7, 3.7, 7.7–7.9 ppb anerobic bacterial metabolism of thiol proteins

isoprene 11.1 ppb cholesterol biosynthesis

methane 3.3; 7.9 ppm gut bacterial metabolism of carbohydrates

methanethiol 3.45–3.28 ppb methionine metabolism

methylamine 12.2 ppb protein metabolism

nitric oxide 5.3 ppb involved in vasodilatation, or neurotransmission;
production catalyzed by nitric oxide synthases

1-pentane 6.8 ppb lipid peroxidation

water everywhere % respiration

period of time. Real-time breath analysis will compete suc-402

cessfully with conventional blood or tissue assays since the403

diagnoses could be made earlier and treatment initiated.404

Quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) and interband cascade lasers405

(ICLs) provide the potential for real-time analysis and for the406

development of portable devices. It is reasonable to propose407

that the sampling method for all monitors that use QCLs or408

ICLs will involve monitoring a single breath similar to the409

standard maneuver that is used for online breath nitric ox-410

ide analysis.20–22 An example of the breath sampling using411

this standard maneuver25 is shown in Fig. 1 The nitric oxide412

signal in Fig. 1 (solid line) begins to rise as the breath is413

exhaled. The mouth pressure (dotted line) is achieved almost414

instantaneously, but there is a slight delay in the response of415

the nitric oxide chemiluminescence detector (NO Analyzer416

280, Sievers Instruments). After a few seconds of exhalation417

at a mouth pressure of 10 cm H2O and a constant flow of418

50 ml/s, a signal is recorded. Constant flow is achieved by419

use of a critical orifice, and the subject, with visual coaching,420

maintains a constant mouth pressure. Simultaneously, carbon421

dioxide should be monitored with a commercial capnograph.422

The profiles of carbon dioxide and the mouth pressure as a423

function of exhalation define the quality of the breath sample424

and establish whether there are different tissue or cell sources425

of the breath biomarker.426

2.3.2 Background contaminants 427

The composition of the inspiratory air contributes signifi- 428

cantly to breath analysis. Many potentially clinically relevant 429

molecules are present in the ambient environment. Currently, 430

Fig. 1 Nitric oxide and mouth pressure signals from a single breath
exhalation.
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there is no consensus for a standard method to enable the431

background levels to be subtracted. At least part of the reason432

for this deficiency is the fact that there are no data that define433

how long it takes for a subject to reach steady state with his or434

her ambient environment. It has been suggested the lung can435

be washed out in approximately 4 min if a subject breathes436

pure air.10 However, the washout of the entire body may take437

days or weeks, depending on the identity of the molecule.438

Consequently, the body may take a significant time to reach439

steady state with the composition of inspiratory air. Analyt-440

ical data should be treated with caution when a sample of441

inspiratory air is greater than 25% of the concentrations in442

breath. This limitation is proposed since the study subject443

may not be in steady state with his or her environment, and444

the resulting analysis will have a significant error.445

2.3.3 Reporting concentrations of breath biomarkers446

Interlaboratory guidelines should also define the way the re-447

sults of breath analysis are expressed so that intrasubject448

and intersubject breath analyses can be compared and con-449

trasted. Breath analysis for single breath samples could be450

expressed in terms of concentration units that are dimen-451

sionless (i.e., parts per million etc.) or in terms of moles per452

unit volume (picomoles per liter). Alternatively, single breath453

analyses could be normalized to a physiological based pa-454

rameter such as carbon dioxide production (i.e., picomoles455

per liter of CO2) or oxygen consumption (i.e., picomoles per456

milliliter of O2). Normalization to carbon dioxide or oxygen457

enables breath analysis data for subjects with widely different458

body masses to be compared.26, 27
459

3 Overview of Mid-IR QCL- and ICL-Based Breath460

Analyzers461

QCLs and ICLs are convenient mid-IR sources for ultra-462

sensitive and highly selective trace gas monitoring as the463

result of recent advances in the technologies of their fabri-464

cation. They can be fabricated to operate over a wide range465

of wavelengths from ∼3 to ∼20 μm. Absorption spectra in466

the mid-IR of several small molecules of potential interest467

for trace gas monitoring are depicted in Fig. 2. The upper468

panel shows absorption spectra in the atmospheric window469

between the bending fundamental of water centered at around470

∼1600 cm−1 and the water OH stretches starting above471

3200 cm−1. The lower panel shows absorption spectra in the472

atmospheric window below the water bending fundamental.473

The logarithmic ordinate scales are the integrated intensities474

of the lines on a per molecule basis. Continuous wave (cw)475

QCL devices capable of thermoelectrically cooled, room-476

temperature operation with a number of important practical477

features, including the single-mode emission with mode-hop-478

free frequency tuning, high power (tens to hundreds of milli-479

watts), and intrinsic narrow emission line width are available480

in the 4- to 12-μm spectral region.28 These spectral char-481

acteristics enable the development of compact, robust trace482

gas sensors.29–32 For example, the Rice Laser Science group483

has explored the use of several methods for carrying out484

infrared laser absorption spectroscopy (LAS) with mid-IR485

QCL and ICL sources, which include multipass absorption486

spectroscopy,29 cavity ring down spectroscopy33 (CRDS),487

integrated cavity output spectroscopy34 (ICOS), as well as488

photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) and quartz-enhanced pho-489

toacoustic spectroscopy28, 35 (QEPAS). LAS is an extremely490

effective tool for the detection and quantification of molecu- 491

lar trace gases with demonstrated detection sensitivities rang- 492

ing from parts per million by volume to parts per trillion by 493

volume levels depending on the specific gas species and the 494

detection method employed. These high sensitivities are ob- 495

tained using fundamental vibrational molecular absorption 496

bands accessible in the mid-IR spectral region. Section 3.1 497

describes the properties of QCLs and ICLs including widely 498

tunable QCL/ICL sources, which are expected to impact the 499

research and development of commercial breath analyzers. 500

This is be followed by a discussion of the specific require- 501

ments of exhaled trace gas sensors and the various methods 502

for improving sensitivity including the Rice PAS/ QEPAS 503

technology. Several specific applications of QCLs/ICLs to 504

breath analysis are described in Sec. 4. 505

3.1 Properties of Quantum and Interband Cascade 506

Lasers 507

High optical power and single-frequency operation with good 508

spectral purity and wide wavelength tunability of the laser 509

source are the most critical characteristics for exhaled gas 510

sensing using spectroscopic techniques. A QCL with its cav- 511

ity formed by Fresnel reflections at its end facets typically op- 512

erates simultaneously in multiple longitudinal modes. Single- 513

frequency operation is usually achieved by introducing a dis- 514

tributed feedback (DFB) structure into the QCL active region 515

to favor a particular mode. Typically, the maximum tuning 516

range of DFB-QCLs achieved by changing the laser injection 517

current is 3 to 4 cm−1. This can be increased to ∼20 cm−1 by 518

varying the temperature of the QCL chip. Because of the lim- 519

ited tuning range and the precision required in the fabrication 520

of the embedded DFB structure, obtaining a DFB-QCL that 521

operates at precisely the desired wavelength is presently still 522

technically challenging. However, once obtained at the right 523

wavelength, a mid-IR DFB-QCL has the significant advan- 524

tage of being very compact and robust, making it very useful 525

for monitoring a specific trace gas with resolved rotational 526

structure from small molecular species. However, a DFB- 527

QCL, with its limited spectral tuning range, is not useful for 528

monitoring a gas with a congested rotational spectrum by 529

laser spectroscopy, since it is difficult to scan sufficiently far 530

to ascertain the band profile of a congested absorption band. 531

However, the spectral width of the QCL optical gain pro- 532

file is usually significantly broader than 20 cm−1, and there- 533

fore QCLs can provide in fact a much broader wavelength 534

tuning range. Recent advances have resulted in very broad 535

gain profiles. The bound-to-continuum QCL design first pro- 536

posed by Faist et al.36 and the heterogeneous QC structure 537

first demonstrated by Gmachl et al.37 as a supercontinuum 538

QCL, are the most promising structures in terms of broadband 539

emission, and have been further developed for wide single- 540

mode-frequency tuning spectroscopic applications.38–42
541

To take advantage of the broadband gain of such QCLs, 542

an external cavity (EC) configuration can be used to obtain 543

single-mode operation at any wavelength within the laser 544

gain profile. A widely tunable QCL spectrometer implement- 545

ing a novel EC-QCL architecture for high-resolution spec- 546

troscopic applications and multispecies trace-gas detection 547

was demonstrated41 with a thermoelectrically cooled Fabry- 548

Pérot gain medium operating in a cw mode at λ ∼5.28 μm 549

such an instrument depicted employs a piezoactivated 550

cavity mode tracking system for mode-hop-free operation. 551
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Fig. 2 HITRAN simulation of absorption spectra of simple molecules.

The mode-tracking system provides independent control of552

the EC length, diffraction grating angle, and laser current.553

The QCL gain medium enabled a coarse laser frequency tun-554

ing range of ∼155 cm−1 and a high-resolution (better than555

0.001 cm−1) continuous mode-hop-free fine-tuning within556

a range of up to 2 cm−1 with a maximum available optical557

power of ∼11 mW.558

Wide wavelength tunability around λ = 5.28 μm enables559

accessing most of the absorption lines within the fundamen-560

tal vibrational band of NO. A laser linewidth of <30 MHz,561

which enabled resolving spectral features separated by562

∼0.01 cm−1 makes a tunable mode-hop-free EC-QCL an563

excellent light source suitable for high-resolution spectro-564

scopic applications and multiple species trace-gas detection.565

The flexibility of this arrangement makes it possible to use566

it with any QCL gain media without requiring an embed-567

ded DFB structure and at any mid-IR wavelength without568

changing the EC configuration, except for some wavelength-569

sensitive components.570

More recently, the use of a metal oxide chemical vapor571

deposition (MOCVD)-grown buried-heterostrusture Fabry-572

Pérot QCL gain medium operating at λ = 8.6 μm in the573

already described EC-QCL sensor architecture resulted in574

considerably higher levels of optical output power. The575

maximum single-frequency output power obtained in the576

EC-QCL configuration was 190 mW. Commercial pulsed577

and cw, room-temperature mid-IR EC-QCLs are available578

from Adtech Alpes Lasers, Daylight Solutions, Inc., and579

Hamamatsu with output powers ranging from 30 to 350 mW580

and frequency tuning ranges from 60 to 430 cm−1 from 4.3581

to 10.5 μm (Ref. 27).582

Until now we have considered only intersubband QCLs.583

The other type of mid-IR lasers are ICLs. These are a hybrid584

of a diode laser and a cascade laser. The lasing transition 585

occurs when a conduction band electron confined in a quan- 586

tum well of one material annihilates a quantum confined 587

hole in the valence band of a different material emitting a 588

photon. This is similar to a diode laser in that it involves 589

an interband transition, although with diode lasers only a 590

single material is typically involved. In a diode laser, each 591

electron is used only once, whereas in an ICL, an electron 592

in the valence band well tunnels out and is raised in energy 593

through a series of quantum wells until it possesses sufficient 594

energy for the lasing transition process to be repeated. Thus, 595

the same electrical current is used repeatedly in a cascade 596

process. Because ICLs have bandgap energy available, they 597

operate at shorter wavelengths than QCLs, typically in the 598

3- to 4-μm spectral region.43–45 ICLs are more difficult to 599

fabricate, but they enable access to shorter mid-IR wave- 600

lengths, which are particurly effective for the dedection of 601

such biomarkers as methane and ethane. 602

3.2 Fundamentals of Exhaled Trace Gas Sensing 603

Generally, detection sensitivity, selectivity, and response time 604

are the primary requirements for trace gas sensing. For small 605

molecules with resolved rotational structure, selectivity is 606

obtained by choosing an absorption line that is free of in- 607

terference from other species that might be present in the 608

sample. Furthermore, reducing the sample pressure sharp- 609

ens the absorption line without reducing the peak absorption 610

until the linewidth begins to approach the Doppler width. 611

This sharpening of the absorption line also significantly im- 612

proves selectivity. To obtain the best sensitivity, a strong 613

molecular absorption line must be selected, and a long ef- 614

fective optical path length must be used. High sensitivity 615

requires that absorption from baseline variations and laser 616
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power fluctuations can be identified. The first requirement is617

best met by choosing a line in a fundamental absorption band618

as such a line tends to be stronger than a line in near-IR over-619

tone or combinations bands. An effective long optical path620

length can be obtained by using multipass cells or cavity621

enhancement techniques. For sharp absorption lines, noise622

associated with laser power fluctuations can be greatly re-623

duced by averaging rapid scans over the line or by a similar624

wavelength modulation technique. The final requirement to625

distinguish absorption from baseline variations is the most626

challenging. Every multipass sensor configuration exhibits627

accidental étalons, which typically have widths comparable628

to the absorption line width. In principle, these can be re-629

moved by evacuating the cell, replacing a sample gas by a630

gas without absorption (i.e., “zero air” or ultrapure nitrogen)631

and then dividing the sample trace by this background trace.632

This approach assumes that accidental étalons do not shift633

their pattern during the process of sample replacement.634

Large molecules do not have resolved rotational structure,635

as mentioned previously. Molecules with four heavy atoms636

or low-frequency vibrational modes typically are enough to637

cause congested spectra. Because there is no nearby base-638

line to compare with, one way to detect absorption is also639

by pumping the sample out and replacing it with zero air.640

For weak absorptions expected for trace gas concentrations641

this imposes severe limits on long-term power stability of the642

laser source, the absence of low-frequency laser noise, and643

baseline stability. Without a sharp rotational spectral compo-644

nent, the required long-term power stability is typically ∼ 1645

in 104. Furthermore in the mid-IR fingerprint region, where646

many gases absorb, there may be other gases contributing647

to a broad absorption, putting selectivity in jeopardy. As we648

shall see in Sec. 3.2.3, the advantage of PAS is that power649

and baseline stability requirements are reduced.650

3.2.1 LAS based on multipass gas cells651

Combining mid-IR QCLs with the techniques of long-652

path-length absorption spectroscopy provides a flexible and653

straightforward route to high sensitivity and high-precision654

measurements of a wide variety of gas phase molecules. In-655

creasing the absorption path length is a universal method656

of increasing the absorption depth, and thus, the sensitivity657

of spectroscopic measurements. The long path length gen-658

erally is provided by a multipass cell, an optical device that659

folds the path into a compact volume. Common types of660

multipass cell include the White cell,46 the Herriott cell,47
661

and the astigmatic Herriott cell.48 The basic configuration of662

a long-path-length spectrometer is quite simple, comprising663

a laser, followed by a multipass cell, and then a detector.664

The basic measurement of the absorption involves a compar-665

ison of three quantities, the signal at zero light, the signal666

due to background light (on either side of the absorption),667

and the light signal centered on the absorption line. The lim-668

iting noise source may be detector noise (with low optical669

power) or noise associated with the light, such as laser noise670

or fluctuations of optical interference fringes produced in the671

multipass cell.672

3.2.2 Cavity enhanced techniques673

Another way to obtain a very long path length is through674

application of resonant optical cavities instead of using mul-675

tipass cells, CRDS, sometimes also referred to as cavity676

leak out spectroscopy33, 49–55 (CLEOS), is intrinsically back- 677

ground free. When carried out with high-power pulsed lasers, 678

it is very simple to implement, requiring in addition to the 679

laser, only high-quality cavity mirrors, a reasonably fast de- 680

tector, and suitable data acquisition. However, this technique 681

is harder to implement with QCLs, which have maximum 682

pulse powers only a few times their cw output. At the cost of 683

additional complexity, this power limitation can be overcome 684

by locking the cavity to the laser to fill the cavity followed by 685

rapid laser turn off. Alternatively, the cavity can be dithered 686

while a cw laser is scanned slowly. All of these approaches 687

are hindered by short ring-down times. 688

A more common method has been the direct measurement 689

of light absorption by the sample in the cavity. To avoid the 690

requirement that the cavity and laser must be locked together, 691

an effective approach has been to use off-axis integrated 692

cavity output spectroscopy34, 56–58 (OA-ICOS). This method 693

is very closely related to LAS using a multipass cell with 694

the principal difference being that in ICOS, the beams are 695

allowed to overlap on the mirrors after many passes through 696

the cavity, thereby exciting high-order cavity modes. Another 697

approach for removing mode noise in OA-ICOS is to vibrate 698

the mirrors. This causes many mode hops to occur within the 699

time required to empty the cavity, effectively averaging out 700

this noise. Since there are no transparent holes in the mirrors 701

used in ICOS to admit and allow the exit of the laser beam, 702

ICOS requires more laser power, which is obtainable with 703

QCLs. A medical application of QCL-based OA-ICOS is the 704

measurement of NO and CO2 in breath.59
705

3.2.3 PAS and QEPAS 706

PAS is based on the photoacoustic effect, in which acoustic 707

waves are produced by the absorption of modulated laser ra- 708

diation by target trace gas species. By the use of an acoustic 709

cell, which is acoustically resonant at the modulation fre- 710

quency, this is an effective method for sensitive trace gas 711

detection. In contrast to other IR absorption techniques, PAS 712

is an indirect technique in which the effect on the absorbing 713

medium and not the direct light attenuation is detected. Light 714

absorption results in a transient temperature effect, which 715

translates into pressure variations in the absorbing medium 716

that can be detected with a sensitive microphone. PAS is 717

ideally a background-free technique, since only the absorb- 718

ing gas generates the signal. However, background signals 719

can originate from nonselective absorption of the gas cell 720

windows (coherent noise) and external acoustic (incoher- 721

ent) noise. PAS signals are directly proportional to the pump 722

laser power and therefore maximum detection sensitivity can 723

be realized conveniently with the thermoelectrically cooled 724

(TEC) high-power QCLs and ICLs described in Sec. 3.1. 725

A novel approach to photoacoustic detection of trace gases 726

utilizing a quartz tuning fork (QTF) as a sharply resonant 727

acoustic transducer was first reported27, 59, 60 in 2002. The 728

basic idea of QEPAS is to invert the common PAS approach 729

and accumulate the acoustic energy not in a gas-filled acous- 730

tic cell but in a sharply resonant acoustic transducer. A natural 731

candidate for such a transducer is crystal quartz, because it 732

is a low-loss piezoelectric material. A nearly optimum com- 733

mercially available quartz transducer can be found in a QTF 734

(see Fig. 3). QTFs typically resonate at 32,768 (215) Hz in 735

electronic clocks as frequency standards. A schematic of 736

the QEPAS absorption detection module or “spectrophone” 737
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Fig. 3 Photograph of a QTF QTFs of this geometry was used in most
QEPAS studies carried out at Rice University.

consisting of a QTF equipped with an acoustic microreso-738

nator is depicted in Fig. 4. In its simplest configuration739

[Fig. 4(a)] the laser radiation is focused between the prongs740

of the QTF and its wavelength is modulated at a fm = f0/2 fre-741

quency or its intensity is modulated at the fm = f0 frequency742

(where f0 is the QTF resonant frequency), depending, respec-743

tively, on whether wavelength modulation or amplitude mod-744

ulation of the laser is used. The acoustic wave at f0 induced745

by absorption of the laser by the gas becomes the driving746

force to excite the antisymmetric fundamental mechanical747

vibration of the QTF prongs (i.e., the two QTF prongs move748

in opposite directions). Sound waves from distant acoustic749

sources tend to move the QTF prongs in the same direc-750

tion, which results in zero net piezocurrent, thus, making this751

element insensitive to such excitation. The electrical signal752

produced by this piezoelectrically active mode of vibration753

is picked up by two pairs of electrodes deposited on the QTF754

prongs and measured using lock-in detection at f0. Spec-755

tral data can be acquired by scanning the laser wavelength.756

To increase the effective interaction length between the757

radiation-induced sound and the QTF, a gas-filled acoustic758

microresonator [see Fig. 4(b)] can be added similarly to the759

traditional PAS approach. It was shown experimentally that760

the configuration [Fig. 4(b)] yields up to 30 times improve-761

ment of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compared to config-762

uration in Fig. 4(a), depending on the gas composition and763

pressure. Other QEPAS spectrophone configurations are also764

possible, such as off-beam QEPAS (Ref. 19).765

Advantages of QEPAS compared to conventional PAS766

include small size comparable with a semiconductor laser;767

sensor immunity to environmental acoustic noise (sensitivity768

is limited by the fundamental thermal QTF noise); a simple769

and low-cost absorption detection module (spectrophone); a770

high Q factor (typically ∼10,000 at atmospheric pressure); a771

large dynamic range (109) from thermal noise to breakdown772

deformation; wide temperature range up to 700 K, where the773

piezoelectric effect of quartz vanishes; and the capability to774

analyze small gas samples down to a few cubic millimeters in775

volume. The pressure corresponding to optimum sensitivity776

depends on the V-T energy conversion cross section of the777

gas of interest. It was experimentally found that this optimum778

Fig. 4 QTF-based spectrophones: (a) simplest configuration and
(b) improved configuration with an acoustic resonator formed by two
pieces of rigid tubing.

pressure for fast-relaxing molecules with resolved optical 779

transitions is ∼50 Torr, which also ensures Doppler-limited 780

spectral resolution. For slow to relaxed gases such as NO or 781

CO, this optimum pressure is higher. 782

QEPAS sensor technology has already been demonstrated 783

in trace gas measurements of 15 target analytes, including 784

NH3 (Ref. 61), CO2 (Refs. 62 and 63), N2O (Ref. 64), COS 785

(Refs. 65 and 66), and HCN (Ref. 67), and HCHO (Refs. 786

68 and 69). The lowest normalized noise equivalent absorp- 787

tion coefficient of 1.9×10−9 cm−1 W Hz−1/2 was obtained70
788

for H2O using QEPAS. This figure of merit is comparable 789

to the best conventional PAS results. An experimental study 790

of the long-term stability of a QEPAS-based NH3 sensor 791

showed that the sensor exhibits very low drift, which enables 792

long-term data averaging (>3 hs). This can provide a signifi- 793

cant improvement of the SNR in concentration measurements 794

as the SNR scales as
√

t. 795

QEPAS excitation can also be performed in an ampli- 796

tude modulation (AM) mode, and in this case, a coherent 797

acoustic background is present. This background is directly 798

proportional to the laser power reaching the spectrophone. 799

Therefore, the sensitivity limit is no longer determined by 800

the QTF thermal noise alone but by the laser power fluctua- 801

tions and spurious interference features. The AM mode must 802

be used if the absorption feature of interest is spectrally so 803

wide that fast modulation of the laser wavelength across this 804

feature is not possible. This is the case for the large or heavy 805

molecules listed in Table 1, when the individual rotational- 806

vibrational transitions are not resolved and absorption bands 807

look unstructured. The performance of an AM 8.4-μm QCL- 808

based QEPAS sensor system that demonstrated the detection 809

of broadband absorbing target species in the mid-IR spec- 810

troscopic fingerprint region was reported in Ref. 71. Using a 811

similar approach, we developed72 a QEPAS sensor employ- 812

ing an EC-QCL targeting the unresolved absorption spectrum 813

of C2HF5 (freon 125) at λ∼1150 cm−1. The laser source ex- 814

hibits single-frequency tuning of 180 cm−1. In this sensor, 815

a photoacoustic signal is generated by turning the laser on 816

and off at the exact resonance frequency of the applied QTF. 817

The sensitivity of this AM-QEPAS-based sensor was deter- 818

mined both for single-point measurement as well as in a 819

broadband wavelength scan using a calibration mixture of 820

15 ppm freon-125A in dry nitrogen. With a laser frequency 821

set to 1208.62 cm−1, which corresponds to the maximum 822

absorption of freon 125 in this spectral region, continuous 823

concentration measurements were performed. A minimum 824

detection limit (1σ ) of ∼9 ppb was calculated for these con- 825

ditions based on the scatter of the background signal mea- 826

surements. The power and measurement bandwidth normal- 827

ized noise equivalent absorption coefficient (NNEA) of this 828

sensor was determined to be 7.92×10−9 cm−1 W Hz−1/2 for 829

freon 125. The applied cw TEC EC QCL provided ∼50 mW 830

of optical power. This corresponds to a minimum detection 831

absorption coefficient limit for C2HF5 of ∼3.2×10−7 cm−1
832

with 1-s averaging time.72
833

4 Exhaled Trace Gas Sensing Examples 834

4.1 NO Using a High-Finesse Optical Cavity 835

Several techniques exist to perform high-sensitivity absorp- 836

tion spectroscopy in a high-finesse optical cavity, as already 837

mentioned previously in Sec. 3, such as laser absorption 838

spectroscopy,73–75 CRDS or ICOS. In these techniques, the 839
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Fig. 5 A cw-TEC-DFB QCL based OA-ICOS sensor platform.

coupling efficiency of the laser radiation into the resonant840

cavity is extremely critical and determines the amount of841

light that can be collected by a photodetector placed after842

the absorption cell. In an off-axis ICOS (OA-ICOS) arrange-843

ment, in which the optical system is aligned in such a way that844

the maximum number of longitudinal and transverse modes845

is excited within the cavity, the typical optical throughput55
846

of the cavity is of the order of ≤T/2 (where T is transmission847

of the cavity mirrors). In this case, the system requires a very848

sensitive detector so as not to be limited by the detector noise849

floor. Therefore, these techniques can also benefit from the850

increased laser power available from cw, high-power QCLs,851

which results in substantial improvement of their detection852

sensitivity and/or enable us to use less sensitive, but TEC853

detectors, which is critical in a field-deployable gas sensor854

system.855

A nitric oxide sensor based on a TEC, cw DFB QCL856

laser operating at λ = 5.45 μm (1835 cm−1) and OA-ICOS857

combined with a wavelength-modulation technique was de-858

veloped to determine NO concentrations at ∼1 ppbv levels859

essential for detecting NO in exhaled human breath.73, 76 The860

sensor shown in Fig. 5 employs a 50-cm-long high-finesse861

optical cavity that provides an effective path length of 700 m.862

A noise equivalent minimum detection limit of 0.7 ppbv with863

a 1-s observation time was achieved. A wavelength modu-864

lated signal for a calibrated NO concentration of 23.7 ppbv865

was fitted using a general linear fit procedure, as shown in Fig.866

6. A detection sensitivity of 0.03 ppbv was achieved with a867

Fig. 6 Graph of 2f OA-ICOS-based NO absorption signal.

30-s averaging time using a multipass gas cell with an optical 868

path length of 210 m, corresponding76 to an absorption coeffi- 869

cient of 1.5×10−10 cm−1. More recently, Aerodyne Research 870

reported29 a transportable fast response, QCL-LAS system 871

capable of measuring NO as well as CO2, CO, and N2O. This 872

instrument can obtain 1-s detection precisions of 0.5 to 0.8 873

ppbV based on LAS using state-of-the-art room-temperature, 874

pulsed DFB QCLs with improved laser stability. 875

4.2 NO Faraday Rotation Spectroscopy 876

Faraday rotation spectroscopy27, 77–82 (FRS) takes advantage 877

of dispersion effects of paramagnetic species (such as NO, 878

NO2, OH−, or O2). When an external magnetic field is ap- 879

plied in the same direction as the light propagation, para- 880

magnetic molecules exhibit magnetic circular birefringence 881

(MCB). This implies that the refractive index is different 882

for left-handed and right-handed circularly polarized waves 883

traveling in the absorbing medium. Thus, with the transition 884

split by the magnetic field, linearly polarized light, which is 885

a superposition of two circularly polarized waves, is affected 886

by different Zeeman components of the transitions, and MCB 887

can be observed as rotation of the polarization plane of a lin- 888

early polarized laser radiation. Such a polarization rotation, 889

which is observed strongly only around absorption lines, 890

is proportional to the column density of the paramagnetic 891

species. The polarization rotation angle can be detected us- 892

ing a modulated magnetic field and phase sensitive detection 893

techniques. 894

Figure 7 shows the basic FRS setup. The FRS signal is 895

measured by placing the sample between two polarizers, so 896

that the Faraday rotation can be detected as intensity mod- 897

ulation of the light emerging from the second polarizer (an- 898

alyzer). Two methods have been used for polarization ro- 899

tation measurement: the so called 90-deg method uses two 900

polarizers with almost crossed polarization axes and a sin- 901

gle photodetector for sensing of the transmitted light inten- 902

sity and the second measurement method orients the ana- 903

lyzer at 45 deg, splitting the beam into two polarizations 904

and uses two balanced detectors to detect that the beams 905

go out of balance when MCB is present. SNR enhancement 906

is achieved in slightly different ways for the two methods, 907

but fundamentally both are based on efficient suppression 908

of laser amplitude noise while maximizing the Faraday ro- 909

tation signal. In both methods, the spectral shape of the 910

FRS signal is the sum of the differences between Zeeman 911

shifted dispersion curves. Since the polarization rotation and 912

thus the variation of the analyzer transmission exist only 913

when the NO molecules are present, FRS is considered a 914

zero optical background technique and provides ultrahigh 915

sensitivities. 916

In the 90-deg method, suppression of the laser noise is 917

achieved by nearly crossing the analyzer, thus reducing the 918

Fig. 7 Schematic of the 90-deg FRS scheme. Two Rochon polarizers
(RP) are nearly crossed at an angle determined to yield the best SNR.
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amount of laser amplitude noise arriving at the detector. The919

signal is also suppressed by crossing the polarizers, but SNR920

enhancement is obtained because the signal is an approxi-921

mately linear function of the displacement of the analyzer922

angle from minimum transmitted light, while the noise has923

a quadratic dependence on angle. The application of QCLs924

exhibit much lower amplitude noise than, e.g., color center925

laser sources. This is an important step in adopting the FRS926

technology for applications outside the research laboratory.77
927

Depending on the ratio of laser intensity fluctuations to928

detector noise at the modulation frequency, the SNR can929

be limited either by detector noise for quiet sources or by930

polarizer quality for noisier sources. There is an optimum931

analyzer angle for the 90-deg method, which depends on932

detector noise or polarizer quality. This has been analyzed in933

detail (see supplementary information in Ref. 77).934

The FRS signal can be modeled based on parameters of935

the molecular transition, including magnetic moment and ex-936

perimental conditions (sample pressure, temperature, mag-937

netic field amplitude, optical path-length, etc.). Precise mod-938

eling of the FRS signals has a great potential for providing939

consumable-free calibration, which is particularly attractive940

for field sensing applications.941

An experiment using a cryogenically cooled indium-942

antimonide (InSb) detector with an only 44 cm optical943

path length yielded a 1σ minimum NO detection limit of944

380 pptv with a 1 s lock-in time constant. This corresponds to945

5.9×10−8 equivalent minimum detectible fractional absorp-946

tion calculated for this NO Q3/2(3/2) line. The best current947

state-of-the-art LAS systems require more than 10 times the948

path length to provide a comparable sensitivity.949

FRS can be applied to most molecular species possessing950

a permanent magnetic dipole moment. Examples are NO;951

oxygen; nitrogen dioxide; and many radicals, e.g., the hy-952

droxyl radical. Semiconductor laser sources and, in particu-953

lar, QCLs, which operate in the mid-IR molecular fingerprint954

region, in combination with ultrasensitive FRS, can provide955

particularly attractive technology for compact and accurate956

trace-gas detectors for field applications.957

4.3 Ammonia958

A QCL-based breath sensor employing a quartz-enhanced959

PAS technique with a detection sensitivity for exhaled ammo-960

nia at a <10 ppbv concentration level with a 0.5-s time resolu-961

tion is described in Ref. 41. Typical concentrations of ammo-962

nia in healthy human breath are in the range of a few hundreds963

parts per billion by volume. Therefore, laser spectroscopy964

in combination with a mid-IR, cw, high-performance QCL965

is a promising analytical approach for real-time breath966

analysis.967

More recently, we used a cw DFB QCL or a tunable968

EC-QCL-based QEPAS sensor and a wavelength-modulation969

technique. The DFB QCL operated at 5◦C and provided a970

maximum power of ∼30 mW. A tuning range of ∼4.5 cm−1
971

by varying the injection current enabled the monitoring of972

an ammonia line at 1046.4 cm−1. The EC-QCL was tuned to973

the 930.8-cm−1 NH3 line, which is free from potential spec-974

trally interfering species such as CO2, H2O, and CH3OH.975

Breath ammonia measurements were performed on a healthy976

volunteer over a 3-week period with the DFB QCL. Per-977

formance characteristics for both the DFB-QCL and the978

EC-QCL sensor platforms operating with 2f and 1f wave- 979

length modulation, respectively, were obtained. 980

4.4 Carbonyl Sulfide 981

A sensor was designed for simultaneous concentration mea- 982

surements of COS at the parts per billion level and CO2 at the 983

percent level. A description of the sensor design and perfor- 984

mance is reported in detail.66 Elevated COS concentrations 985

in exhaled breath have been reported in lung transplant re- 986

cipients suffering from acute rejection as well as in patients 987

with liver disease.83, 84 The TEC QCL used in this work66
988

operates in a pulsed mode at 4.85 μm and can access a 989

number of strong absorption lines (line intensities of about 990

1×10−18 cm−1/molecule cm−2) in the P branch of the COS 991

fundamental rotational-vibrational spectrum. The availabil- 992

ity of a neighboring CO2 line within the tuning range of the 993

QCL enables ventilation monitoring simultaneously with a 994

COS measurement and can be used to normalize the resulting 995

COS concentrations, and to standardize measurement con- 996

ditions. To address space and safety constraints relating to a 997

medical setting, a digital signal processing (DSP) platform 998

for pulsed QCL-based biogenic trace gas sensors was devel- 999

oped to provide fast data acquisition (faster than 1 MHz), 1000

standalone data processing functions, increased reliability, 1001

and enhanced sensor portability. 1002

4.5 Stable Isotopes of Carbon Dioxide 1003

Breath tests based on the administration of 13C-labeled 1004

molecules require the accurate quantification of the enrich- 1005

ment of the stable isotopes in breath carbon dioxide. Until 1006

now, IRMS or nondispersive infrared spectrometry (NDIRS) 1007

have been the methods of choice for quantifying enrich- 1008

ment. IRMS is extremely sensitive but costly and requires 1009

expert personnel to maintain and operate the mass spectrom- 1010

eters, whereas NDIRS is significantly less expensive and can 1011

be operated by medical personnel. Briefly, in this test the 1012

patient provides a baseline breath sample and then ingests 1013

13C-labeled molecules. A second breath sample is taken at a 1014

specific time after the ingestion of the labeled molecules. In- 1015

gestion of the enriched stable isotope causes the 13CO2/12CO2 1016

to increase by ∼5 parts per thousand (or per milliliter) com- 1017

pared to the baseline value. More recently, mid-IR LAS or 1018

CRDS have been demonstrated to offer a more compact and 1019

convenient alternative method in the treatment of Helicobac- 1020

ter pylori infection first discovered in 1982 by Marshall and 1021

Warren.54
1022

4.6 Broadband Absorbers 1023

4.6.1 Ethane ICL-based OA-ICOS spectroscopy 1024

Ethane, a breath biomarker of lipid peroxidation, has the 1025

potential for broad clinical applications. The development 1026

of a compact system using OA-ICOS with a LN2 cooled, 1027

cw, 4-mW DFB ICL operating at 3.35 μm (2986.7 cm−1) 1028

was used in real-time measurements of breath ethane.85
1029

The ICOS cell length was 57 cm and the mirror diame- 1030

ters were 5 cm with an effective internal cell volume of 1031

630 cm3. The ICOS cell mirrors had a specified reflectivity 1032

99.98% and the radius of curvature was 1 m. The ethane was 1033

pumped through the OA-ICOS cell using a small oil-free 1034

diaphragm pump. A Nafion R© filter was used to remove any 1035

moisture and other polar molecules that are possible inter- 1036

fering species. A 580-μm-diam flow-limiting orifice enables 1037
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measurements to be taken at a constant flow rate of ∼ 501038

standard cm3/s. Light leaving the OA-ICOS cell was focused1039

onto a liquid-nitrogen-cooled InSb detector using an off-axis1040

parabolic reflector (f = 5 cm). The detector responsivity is1041

2 A/W, and was followed by amplifiers and filters with tran-1042

simpedance gain of 2×107 V/A and a 3-dB frequency of1043

10 kHz, respectively. The measured dark current noise was1044

3 pA / Hz1/2, and typical dc voltage was 100 mV. This implies1045

that the detector-limited noise equivalent absorbance was1046

6×10−4/Hz1/2.1047

An ICOS cell volume (630 cm3) and target pressure1048

(0.17 atm = 130 Torr) resulted in an effective air volume of1049

108 standard cm3. A typical healthy individual can produce1050

∼700 cm3 in a single exhalation, so that the ICOS cell vol-1051

ume is flushed ∼ seven times in a single online measurement.1052

Data acquisition electronics in a personal computer were used1053

to tune the laser frequency with a current ramp and capture1054

the detector output voltage. Software and a graphical user1055

interface were developed to calculate and report running av-1056

erages of absorption spectra and integrated absorbance in real1057

time.1058

The ethane absorption feature of interest at ∼2986.7 cm−1
1059

is a group of unresolved transitions, for which the HITRAN1060

database contains only calculated oscillator strengths and1061

no measured data. Single-pass measurement of a calibrated1062

mix of ethane in nitrogen (949 ppb) showed considerably1063

weaker peak absorption than that predicted by HITRAN.1064

The highly reflective mirrors were replaced with transparent1065

windows for this measurement, which was made using a high1066

concentration so that a single 57-cm path length would result1067

in a strong absorption signal. The measured peak absorption1068

coefficient is 1.7×10−3/ppm-m at 85 Torr (> 0.1 atm).1069

To estimate the actual path length in the OA-ICOS cell, a1070

calibrated low-concentration mix of 100 ppb ethane in nitro-1071

gen was measured. An effective path length Leff ≈ 1350 m1072

was deduced, from which the inferred mirror reflectivity is1073

Reff = 0.9996. Combining this path length and the measured1074

absorption coefficient (1.7×10−3/ppm-m) with the detector-1075

limited noise equivalent absorbance (6×10−4/Hz1/2) pre-1076

dicts a noise equivalent detection limit of 0.13 ppb/Hz1/2.1077

The path length calibration was performed periodically and1078

recorded for use in scaling the measured concentrations in the1079

breath samples. The minimum detectable absorbance is de-1080

termined by the fluctuations in the wings of the absorbance1081

spectrum. In this case, the measured minimum detectable1082

absorbance is ≈7×10−3, so that the noise-equivalent ab-1083

sorbance is 1.1×10−3/Hz1/2. With the measured path length1084

(1350 m) and absorption coefficient (1.7×10−3/ppm-m),1085

the noise-equivalent detection limit for ethane is1086

0.48 ppb /Hz1/2. This value was higher than the detector noise1087

limit predicted in the preceding. The extra noise appeared to1088

come from incomplete suppression of the on-axis resonances1089

in the cavity.85 Exhaled ethane measurements should become1090

more reliable and sensitive with the recent advances43, 44 of1091

TEC CW-DFB ICLs.1092

4.6.2 Acetone1093

Laser absorption spectroscopy can provide real-time, sensi-1094

tive, and selective concentration measurements of acetone,1095

which has an absorption band at ∼8.0 μm. This absorption1096

band is ∼250 times stronger than in near-IR, which facilitates1097

sensor architecture. A Daylight Solutions available mid-IR1098

EC QCL provided a maximum power of 10 mW, and was 1099

tunable from 1196 to 1300 cm−1. A strong absorption band 1100

results in a 0.1% absorption for a 1-m sampling cell filled with 1101

atmospheric pressure air, contaminated by 1 ppm of acetone 1102

vapor. This absorption was detected by traditional absorp- 1103

tion spectroscopy using a pyroelectric detector. Wavelength 1104

modulation spectroscopy improves the detection limit up 1105

to 10 times and results in a 100 ppbv detection sensitivity.86
1106

5 Summary and Breath Requirements 1107

for the Future 1108

Compact, sensitive, and selective chemical sensors based on 1109

QCLs were demonstrated to be effective in clinical studies 1110

that involved the detection and monitoring of large number 1111

of exhaled biomarkers (e.g., NO, CO, CO2, NH3, C2H6, and 1112

COS) using LAS, cavity-enhanced spectroscopy, FRS, PAS, 1113

and QEPAS sensing architectures. With the ongoing develop- 1114

ment of efficient mid-IR lasers87–92 we envision a significant 1115

reduction of the size and cost of QCL trace gas monitors that 1116

will lead to the availability of commercial breath analyzers 1117

and wearable, ultracompact sensors.93
1118

Although clinical breath analysis is currently in its in- 1119

fancy, it offers unique capabilities to the field of medicine. 1120

Breath can be collected multiple times from humans without 1121

posing any risk to the subject or the person collecting the 1122

sample. Real-time monitors are currently being developed 1123

and these devices could be well suited for field and epi- 1124

demiological studies, particularly for studies in developing 1125

countries where collecting blood and urine samples are diffi- 1126

cult without refrigeration. If inexpensive, portable, real-time 1127

monitors can be developed, then chronically sick patients 1128

could monitor their progress in their home and thereby min- 1129

imize their exposure to infections during routine visits to 1130

clinics. Breath analysis can be used to detect disease, moni- 1131

tor disease progression, or monitor therapy. Breath analysis 1132

can be used for phase 1 and phase 2 clinical trials to mon- 1133

itor new drug therapy or to detect potential adverse effects. 1134

Since breath analysis is noninvasive and can be performed 1135

easily, it allows larger numbers of subjects to be studied. If 1136

larger numbers of human subjects are studied, unusual ad- 1137

verse effects of new pharmacologic agents are more likely to 1138

be identified earlier. 1139
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